TOWN OF SAN ANSELMO
STAFF REPORT
April 20, 2011

For the meeting of April 26, 2011
TO:

Town Council

FROM:

Debra Stutsman, Town Manager

SUBJECT:

Trail Proposal

RECOMMENDATION
That the Town Council consider the request of the Open Space Committee to endorse
preliminarily the proposal to build a trail from Memorial Park to Sorich Park.

BACKGROUND
The Open Space Committee has been working for several years to develop a new trail
connecting Memorial Park and Sorich Park. The trail would start near the Log Cabin, climb to
the top of Sunny Hills ridge through Town land and the upperportions of Sunny Hills property.
From the summit to the ridge, the trail would connect to a new trail through the Mount
Tamalpais Cemetery to join the So rich Trail.
The proposal of the Open Space Committee is attached.

Respectfully submitted,

j;)duu~
Debra Stutsman
Town Manager
Attachment 1 - Open Space Trail Proposal

ITEM 3

SAN ANSELMO
PEN SPACE COMMITTEE

Members of the Town Council and Staff:

Proposal for a New Trail
OVERVIEW:
The San Anselmo Open Space Committee has been working for several years to develop a new
trail connecting Memorial Park and Sorich Park. The new trail would start near the American
Legion Log Cabin and climb to the top of Sunny Hills Ridge through unused Town lands and the
upper portions of Sunny Hills property. From the summit of the ridge, the trail would connect to
a new trail through Mount Tamalpais Cemetery to join the Sorich Trail. A map of the proposed
route is attached.
The entire trail would be three quarters of a mile long and would provide a safer and more scenic
alternative to walking the length of San Francisco Boulevard to reach Sorich Park. Alternatively,
hikers could continue up Cemetery Fire Road through the Open Space Preserve and come down
through Faude Park, making a 3.2-mile ridge-top loop entirely around Sorich Valley.
BACKGROUND:
In 2004 we met with Joe Costa, the CEO of Sunny Hills Children's Garden. He liked the trail
idea and took our proposal to his board. They gave us a letter of intent stating their support for
the project.
We also met with the management ofMt. Tamalpais Cemetery. They agreed to a trail along the
western edge of their property and an easement was written into their development plan with the
City of San Rafael, which was approved.
We had several discussions and site visits with MCOSD. They liked the trail and offered to
assist with tools and materials for the construction. Since the completed trail would serve as a
feeder trail to their Terra Linda - Sleepy Hollow Divide Preserve, they felt that MCOSD would
not have a problem accepting liability on the easements.
CURRENT STATUS:
Two years ago the cemetery constructed a trail in the easement. They widened the road at the
top of the hill, cut a rough track down the back of the hill, and constructed a connection to the
Sorich Trail. We talked to the director of the cemetery, who acknowledged that their trail is a
public trail and said people were welcome to use it.
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Although Mr. Costa has since moved on, we recently met with Karen Bischoff, the Director of
Property and Risk Management for Sunny Hills. She was very amenable to allowing us to
construct a trail across their land and thought the board would agree, but was concerned about
liability issues.
James Raives, Chief Planner for MCOSD, said that the district continues to support the proposed
trail, but feels that the cemetery trail easement needed to be legally confIrmed before going
forward.
RECOMMENDATION:
The SAOSC recommends this proposal to the Town Council as a desirable project. Using
volunteer labor and with the assistance of the MCOSD, it should cost very little to construct.
The proposed trail could be a real jewel for the Town. Sunny Hills Ridge offers spectacular
views of the City, the Bay, and the Town, and provides one of the best local displays of
wildflowers in the spring. It would be a destination in itself, and it would connect two of our
most popular parks. It would also allow easy walking access from the Hub and Red Hill areas to
our beautiful open spaces.
Clearly much remains to be done before we can fmalize agreements and start construction. We
ask the Council to consider the proposal, and if they approve, to provide the SAOSC with a
preliminary endorsement. This would aid us in dealing with the other involved parties.
Thank you for your consideration.

San Anselmo Open Space Committee
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